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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL ENFORCE MARIJUANA LAWS.
It is no surprise to me that the Federal Government will go after recreational marijuana and enforce drug laws.
We have continued to warn our readers, especially in an insane marijuana bull stock market, that Schedule 1 will be enforced.
The cannabis industry might think that it is now to big for the Feds to patrol it. This viewpoint will be proven to be wrong.
If the current Administration was proposing 100,000 troops regarding enforcing its immigration policies, it is not a stretch to think
that they would use their resources to go after recreational marijuana.
Hence, beware of bloated pot stock share prices today. They make no rational financial sense in too many instances.
This industry has serious problems despite strong positive public opinion; not the least being access to cash, banking, raising cash
and management talent.
If the Federal government wants to hand-cuff the industry, they have the power over the states to do so.
I cannot remember any industry having the basic structural, legal and financial problems as the cannabis industry. This is an
industry hyped by too many get rich people smelling green cash. Sift through the hype and look at balance sheets.
Marijuana stocks have the potential to explode in the face of speculating pot stock buyers. There will be some good stocks to be
sure. But they will be hard to find, and must be defined by opportunity within the industry itself.

